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Link to Google Slides Presentation: tinyurl.com/CyberpatriotMACE2018
Why Cybersecurity?
What Is **Cyberpatriot**?

CP Program Presentation (official AFA document)
Supporting Items For CyberPatriot

Cisco Networking Academy

Packet Tracer
Other Cyberpatriot Programs

Summer Camps

Elementary Resources ESCEI 2.0
Curriculum For CP & Cybersecurity Courses?

Curriculum & Training For CyberPatriot Teams

Official Training Materials

CyberPatriot Coaching Tips (thanks CA CyberHub!)

Videos On YouTube

Curriculum Possibilities For Full High School Courses

CodeHS (full release in 2018-19)

PLTW (beta in 2018-19/full release in 2019-20)
Other Summer Cybersecurity Programs

GenCyber
A Quick Activity (time allowing) - Parity Check

Online Parity Check Activity

Online Parity Check Activity (sandbox mode)

(thanks CS Ed Research Group at Univ. of Canterbury in New Zealand for their CS Field Guide)